Members: Mark Riker, Dave D’Hondt (Acting Chair), Halene Sigmund, Mark Beaufait, Jeremy Clevenger, Scott Middleton

Approximately 60 people, including subcommittee members, were on the call.

**Subcommittee Deliberations:**

**Platform Structures**

- Review of proposed language incorporating decisions made at July meeting.
- Discussion of platform meeting frequency requirements

**Platform Workflows**

- Consideration of 3 different work flow models delineating the interactions between the platforms, Department and WSATC, to include timelines and timeframes.
- Discussion of recommended model based on RSI Review Committee.
- Discussion of coordination between Platforms, RSI Review Committee, Department and WSATC.

Review of data requested at the July meeting on programs which requested reciprocal recognition of the WSATC, as well as data on programs that do not fit within the platforms as enumerated in SB 5600.

**Stakeholder Feedback on Impacts and Unintended Consequences:**

- Suggestions to provide Centers of Excellence with a vote on the platform committees.
- Potential concerns expressed about Sustainability definition.

Next meeting will be held Monday, September 19, 2022.